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Herewith we would like to inform you that our company is the representative for large

Serbian plants specializing in the production of metallurgical equipment. We are able to
offer you a delivery from Serbia of equipment, components and spare parts for
metallurgy.

We would also like to inform you that during the period of 1970 - 1980 deliveries of
above parts were reaching 1 billion dollars per year. Now the plants have resumed
production of equipment, units and spare parts for metallurgy, which are now being
delivered to Western Europe.
Plants from Serbia at reasonable prices and with very high quality can offer units and

spare parts for equipment purchased in Western Europe.

In the previous period "LOLA" equipment was delivering its products to many huge

European metal processing works.

Our company has the opportunity to deliver the following equipment, units and spare

parts from the factories in Serbia:

- components for mining equipment)
- doors for opening and closing coke oven batteries and coke pushers,
- parts for the rolling work shop and spare parts for them,
- equipment and lines for the preparation of wire rods and wires, pipes

and other products,
- gearboxes and rolls, frame for gearboxes,
- spindles, gears, clutches,
'bearing and,
-drums for winding of rolls,
- gears,
-and other equipment on request.

At your request, we can send you a factory reference list of "LOLA" equipment, in
which the company's production program is presented. Equipment factory is offered in
the countries of former Yugoslavia, Western Europe, America, Asia, Africa.

We kindly ask you to consider our offer and if you are interested, send us the

specification, drawings and terms of reference for the equipment that interests you.

The price, quality and terms of delivery of equipment are competitive for European

market.

Awaiting mutually beneficial cooperation, we remain with
Best regards' 

'.L.BRA'I-TRADE 
Ltd.

Aleksandar Simic


